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Across
1  Sirius or Polaris
5  Not together
9  Top-notch
14 Wrinkly fruit
16 Confused free-for-all
17 Vessel at a holiday party
19 Deftly active
20 Hung around
21 Inventor Whitney
23 Bridle attachment
24 Lunch item with cocktail picks
28 Ticket seller outside a venue
31 It may be served à la mode
32 Detest
33 Parking lot worker
39 Alien craft
40 Billboard chart topper
42 Golf ball's perch
43 Home of the Titans
45 State that may be medically induced
56 Grieving sound
57 Gifted speaker
61 Tequila source
64 Sara Lee product
66 Brownish hue
67 Le Pew of Looney Tunes
68 Arkin or Alda
69 Put up
70 Tag sale caveat
71 Terrier type

Down
1 Gullible sorts
2 Promote shamelessly
3 Tennis's Kournikova
4 Keep out of the landfill, in a way
5 Bring under control
6 Id counterpart
7 Cary of "The Princess Bride"
8 Nabisco wafer brand
9 Doctors' org.
10 Mudroom wall feature
11 Suspect's story
12 Archaeological find
13 Chompers
14 Top-notch
15 Wrinkly fruit
16 Confused free-for-all
17 Vessel at a holiday party
18 The Beatles' second film
22 How confident crossword solvers solve
25 Rotten kids
26 Minor bodywork blemish
27 Tie the knot
28 Slam, say
29 Lunch destination
30 Heaps
34 China's Mao __-tung
35 "___ is human"
36 Molecule component
37 Marlin and Dory sought him
38 Tropical hardwood
40 Name in a will
41 Archipelago makeup
44 D.C. baseballer
45 Venezuela's capital
48 Performs a penance
49 Dweeby fellow
50 Nonchalant
51 Gung-ho
52 Showing shock
53 Momma's mate
54 Orchestral reeds
55 Trail
56 Grieving sound
57 Gifted speaker
61 Tequila source
64 Sara Lee product
66 Brownish hue
67 Le Pew of Looney Tunes
68 Arkin or Alda
69 Put up
70 Tag sale caveat
71 Terrier type

Previous Puzzle's Solution

MIND SPARSE ATL
OMAN PALATE BOA
PANAMA CANAL SKY
ECOLE CUR KIEL
ANNA KARENINA
ZOMBIES TYSON
IVE OIL ARENA
NATIONAL JOURNAL
CLARA COE CPA
CARGO AGELESS
WHAT IS IT NAME
HARE JEB TASKS
ESP BANANA SPLIT
ETA UNITED TATA
LOL DELETE OPEN

The contest answer is "HEY JUDE." The iconic series of eleven repeated "NA" syllables at the song's finish can be found spread throughout the five theme answers.

Solve this puzzle online and discuss it at WSJ.com/Puzzles.